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Abstract


J. Grimm

The study of grammatical, phonological and lexical isoglosses among dialects of a proto-language makes it possible to establish extra-linguistic factors. This trend in linguistics is called “linguistic paleontology of culture”, since its object of investigation is not only proto-language but also the proto-culture of speakers; what is reconstructed is not so much the language itself as the extra-linguistic world reflected in the linguistic data (Gamkrelidze Th. 1990).

Reconstructing elements of the extra-linguistic world of daughter-language speakers in turn gives a clearer picture of the linguistic affinities among the daughter-languages and their development over time, i.e. of purely linguistic factors. This is particularly true of the semantic structure of languages, which simply cannot be studied in isolation from the external world that is reflected in the content plane of language.

The reconstructed forms and meanings may be grouped by lexico-semantic fields, which designate extra-linguistic classes such as animals, handicraft tolls, and others. Such a proto-linguistic lexico-semantic system can give historical reality through typological comparison with the actual culture of the past and the present and especially by the archeological facts, in verifying a reconstructed culture and, particularly, its material side (Gamkrelidze T.V., Ivanov V.V., 1986).

Today it is widely agreed that “culture” does not consist of things, people, behaviour or emotions, but of the forms or organization of these things in the mind of people. How can the organization of “these things” in the mind of people be discovered? The best way of discovery lies in the area of the language, and that there is a whole battery of linguistic tests which can be put to use to reveal different aspects of the organization of the universe in the minds of people (Wierzbicka A., 1996).
The apparent discovery of ethnobiological universals and the ensuing debate have further stimulated interest in the conceptualization of plants and animals, and they are largely responsible for the key position of this conceptual domain in current anthropology.

At first sight, it seems that studying the corpus of plant names doesn’t give us the possibility to reconstruct models such as we have for kinship or for colour-terms systems and that only this provides a history of language with facts, or it is useful only for the identification of biological units with their names. But exactly this kind of research fills our imagination and knowledge with the events of human cognitive mechanisms to clarify the nature of the human world through categorization and so on.

As it is known, the South Caucasus was the main importer and wide spreader of all achievements of the old oriental civilization since VI–V m. B. C. in the whole Caucasus. This fact was the reason of the oldest areal contacts of the Kartvelian languages with the Indo-Europeans, Semitic and Caucasus languages.

The results of researches Th. Gamkrelidze and G. Machavariani (1965), later Gamkrelidze – Ivanov’s hypothesis (1984) about the Proto-Indo-European’s living place in the Asia Minor near by the areal of spreading Kartvelian languages, in particular, immediately of the South Caucasus region, materially has confirmed by C. Renfrew’s (1984) important archeological investigations, which has stimulated many famous linguists for further researchers in this direction. From this point valuable work is one of the latest investigation of G. Klimov (1994), where he tried to systematize and generalize the oldest Indo-European forms in Kartvelian languages.

There isn’t scanty data which certificates about the Proto-Kartvelian and Proto-Indo-European speakers areal contacts, but now it’s very difficult to separate the borrowed forms from the substractive influence. To solve this problem the most important is the exact chronological stratification, which by its side must be based on the further elaborated questions of the relative chronology of the phonetic processes.

General criterion for the definition of the chronological level of Kartvelian Indo-Europeisms is the correspondence of expression plan of forms with the historical phonetic processes of Kartvelian languages and also the correspondence to its semantic meaning to the concepts and reality of the epoch.

The English Kartvelologist D. Reifield (1988) has written: “While the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European language, the dendrology and dendronims are as well elaborated, as phuging field. The work which was made by P. Friedrich (1970) and Th. Gamkrelidze (1989) for Indo-European languages when they have gathered tree-names, would be done for Caucasian languages too…”
Proto-Kartvelian arboreal system is more diverse than Proto-Indo-European. It’s natural, if we foresee this sale of migration and connected to it ecological modifications, which was recalling the language forms changes, semantic removes and other innovations.

While investigating Proto-Kartvelian arboreal system, we exposed the new roots, made more precise the old one, revealed the borrowed forms on the proto-level and compare Proto-Kartvelian roots with the Proto-Indo-European and Caucasian data.

Reveal paleobotanical and in many case Proto linguistic isomorphism between the Proto-Kartvelian and other Proto systems shows the similarity and differences on the basis of which these languages may be considered (or not) as the same structural – typological (or genetic) classes.

Acad. G. Tsereteli already 40 years ago exactly defined such kind of problems and the ways to solve them too: first of all on the basis of historical-comparative method must be established the regular structural features for the languages of Caucasus and after this comparative-typological research – i.e. exposing the structural-typological similarities – differences not only with mountain Caucasus languages, but with the Indo-European languages of Caucasus – Armenian and Osetian, and also with the Indo-European and non-Indo-European languages of the Asia Minor. . . and establishing regular correspondence on the all levels of the language hierarchy: phonological, morphological, lexical etc (Tsereteli G. 1965). In this direction linguists, philologists, historians and archaeologists still have much to do.

We will try to consider this questions on the basis of the results of the historical-comparative investigations of Kartvelian languages by the example of the Proto-Kartvelian names of the conifers: fir, fir (-tree), pine (-tree).

“All trees are oak-trees. . . except the pine-trees”

John Barth

P. Friedrich by the combination of the linguistic, philological and botanical evidences reconstructed eighteen Proto-Indo-European arboreal units (Fridrich P., 1970, 153-154):

1. The birch, early PIE *bherHغو-, denoting Betulus, probably pendula but possibly also pubescens and humilis.

2. The Scotch pine, early PIE *pytw-, *pw/yK-, denoting Pinus sylvestris (and perhaps, in certain areas, other species of pine, and the silver fir (Abies alba) and the common or European spruce (Picea excelsa)).

3. The junipers and cedars, possibly a late PIE *el-w-n- denoting various species of Juniperus and Cedrus.
4. The aspens and poplars, northern or late PIE *osp-, denoting *Populus, mainly *tremula, but possibly *nigra, *alba, and *canescens.

5. The willows, early PIE *wy-, and *sVlyk-, and perhaps *wrb-, denoting *Salix, probably including *alba and *vitellina, and probably involving some dichotomy between the osiers as against the tree willows.

6. The apples, northern *abVl- and southern *maHlo-, involving a dichotomy between wild and cultivated species or varieties of *Malum.

7. The maples, PIE *klen- and late PIE *akVrno-, denoting species of *Acer, probably including *campestris and *platanoides, and maybe *pseudoplatanoides; both of the posited terms may go back to an early PIE *kL-

8. The alders, PIE *alyso-, denoting *Alnus, and possibly adapted to four regionally limited species: *barbata, *incana, *viridis, and *glutinosa.

9. The hazels, western *kos(V)lo-, denoting *Corylus, mainly *avellana, and probably other species such as *columna and *maxima.

10. The nut (tree)s, PIE *ar- and western *knw-, the latter probably associated with the likewise western *kos(V)lo-, and used for the hazel (nut), whereas the former was presumably used in the east for various kinds of nut (tree), including the walnut (*Juglans regia) and the chestnut (*Castanea sativa).

11. The elms, PIE *wých- and western (or western-cum-Slavic) *Vlmo-, denoting *Ulmus, and probably involving some subgeneric differentiation between *montana, *laevis, *campestris, and even other species; the contrasting terms in Germanic probably entailed some perceived difference between two classes of elm.

12. The lindens, PIE *lenTā-, *lēipā- (both doubtful); the genus *Tilia was ubiquitous physically and probably important technologically; it probably included early forms of *cordata, *platyphyllos, and possibly *tormentosa and *dasystyla.

13. The ashes, PIE *os-, denoting *Fraxinus excelsa and probably some combination of *F. ornus, *F. oxycarpa, and *Sorbus aucuparia.

14. The hornbeam, PIE grōbh-, denoting *Carpinus betulus and possibly *C. orientalis and *caucasica.

15. The beeches, PIE *bhāgo-, denoting *Fagus, probably *sylvatica Linnaeus and *orientalis, and possibly *sylvatica atro-purpurea.

16. The cherries, the speculative and problematical early PIE *K(e)rn- may have denoted the cornel cherry (*Cornus mas), the bird cherry (*Prunus padus), and possibly other species of Prunus (the sour, cultivated, and *mahaleb species).

17. The yews, PIE *tVksō- and early PIE *eywo- denoted *Taxus baccata.
18. The oaks, PIE *ayg-, *dorw-, and *perk*- denoted Quercus in some sense, and may have been distributed among the three main species: petraea, sessiliflora, and robur; it is just as probable that *dorw- originally meant "tree"; it is possible that other tree names (*gʷelH- and *grōbh-) were originally applied to particular species of oak.

Among the reconstructed roots of Proto-Indo-European plant names by Th. Gamkrelidze and V. Ivanov – there are fourteen arboreal units, five roots denoting cultivated plants and corn, and three-bushes and moss (Gamkrelidze Th., Ivanov V., 1984, 613 – 664).

Proto-Indo-European trees:

1. The tree, the oak (Quercus L.), PIE: *t'e/orÚ-t're/o, the alternative stems of inactive class with the meanings: ‘tree’, ‘wood’, ‘oak’; also ‘hard’, ‘firm’, ‘powerful’, ‘healthy’, ‘trust’, ‘trusty’.


The Proto-Indo-European name of the ‘God of thunder’ *p[h]er(k[h]p)u- is also connected with above mentioned stems, and the Proto-Indo-European root for ‘acorn’ *kʷelH- is almost universally accepted by Indo-Europeanists.

2. The birch (Betula L.), PIE: *b[h]erHK’, v. ‘light’, v. ‘shine’ > n. ‘light’, n. ‘shine’ > ‘the birch’; this removing in meaning is easily explainable from the birch barks’ colour.

3. The beech (Fagus silvatica L.), PIE: *b[h]aHk'o-, we can find many interesting sachramental meanings connected with that stem, because the smooth bark of beech was used as the material of writing. This fact is reflected in many corresponding words of Germanic and Slav languages.

4. The hornbeam (Carpinus L.), PIE: *(s)k'rōb[h]o-, this name is derived from the verbal forms: ‘scrabble’, ‘claw’, ‘draw’, ‘sketch’ and gives the very valuable information about the oldest technology of writing of Proto-Indo-Europeans.

5. The ash (Fraxinus L.), PIE: *Hos-, with possible *-k[h]-, *-i- and *-n- suffixes.

6. The aspen (Populus tremula L.) (Populus nigra L.), PIE: *(H)osp[h]-. Phonetical similarity between the *Hos- ‘the ash’ and *(H) osp[h]-. ‘the aspen’ may be considered as the derived forms from the origin same root - *Hos-.

7. The willow (Salix L.), PIE: *ś˚(e)lik[h]-, archaic form with labialized sybilant in anlaut. The branches of willow were used for braiding the baskets and other things, this fact explains the substitution the old names by the describing forms.

8. The yew (-tree) (Taxus L.), PIE: *ef-/o∫- (ablaut) substituted roots complicated with *-ūo-, *-k[h]o- or *-o- suffixes. The yew is evergreen tree, it grows amazingly long time (3000
years) and for these properties it is considered as the symbol of ‘life’, ‘restoration’, ‘immortality’ etc: in German, Anglo-Saxon, Scandinavian cultures.

9. The conifers: fir (-tree) (Picea L.), silver fir, fir (-tree), (Abies Mill), pine (-tree) (Pinus L.), PIE: *pʰi/*h₁e₁uk/*h₂iuk and *pʰi/*h₁i. (with different suffixes) (Abies Mill, Pinus).

To the same group of words are connected the roots *pʰi/*h₁e₁/*pʰi/*h₁i- from which by the suffixes *-i/*h and *-k/*h and derived *pʰh₁i/*h₂i ‘fir pine’ and *pʰh₁ik/*h₂k ‘resin forms. Also attracts the attention formal likeness of the last form *pʰi/*h₁- to the Proto-Indo-European stems *pʰ/*g-k/*h-/*pʰ/*h₁-‘paint’, ‘colour’, ‘writing by colour’ (Pokorny J. 1959, 794).

There are also two Proto-European roots *edʰ/*h₁lo- ‘coniferous tree’, ‘fire-tree’, ‘thorny’ and stems derived from the root *el-; old Greek ἑλει (el-ei) ‘fir-tree’, ‘cedar’ etc (Acharian Gr. 1971, 18).


11. The hazel, nuts (Corylus avellana L., Juglans regia L.), PIE: *qʰ/*ar- (Greek, Albanian, Balto-Slav language groups) and *kʰ/*neᵺ- (Italo-Keltic-Germanic language groups). The first stem is more widespread and it is the older one and the other – relatively newer, to this last *kʰ/*neᵺ ‘fruit of hazel’ or ‘nut’ is connected another different stem *kʰ/*h₁o(s)lo with the meaning ‘plant’, ‘forest of hazel’ or ‘nut’.

12. The apple (Malus pumila Mill), PIE: *błu-, *b(a)lo-/*apl-, *ap(a)la ‘the apple-tree’, ‘the apple’. Comparision of the Khet šam(ailu - ‘the apple’ with the above considered group of old European words for ‘the apple-tree’, ‘the apple’ (Kelto-Baltic-Slav *błu-, German *apl-.) allows to consider them as derived from Proto-Indo-European stem *šamlu- ‘the apple’.

13. The cornel(-tree), the cherry (Cornus mascula L.; Gerasus avium L.; Prunus cerasus; Cerasus vulgaris Mill.), PIE: *kʰ/*no ‘the cornel (-tree)’, ‘the cherry’.


Cultivated plants and corn:

1. The vine, the vineyard (Vitis), PIE: *yeñ-o- / -ak- (Slav vinjaga – ‘the vine cane’) ‘the vine’, ‘the vineyard’ (comp. *yei-/*ui- ‘twist’, ‘braid’).

2. The grain, the barley (Hordeum L.), PEI: *Hat; *yeño, *qʰ/*h₁rd /*h₁(e)rd- ‘the grain’, ‘the barley’.

3. The wheat (Triticum L.), PIE: *pʰ/*h₁ur- ‘the wheat’, the migratory term.
4. The millet, the rye, the oats (*Panicum miliuceum L.; Secale ce-reale L.; Avena L.), PIE: *mel, *urugʰ/ɨo- ‘the millet’, ‘the rye’ – these are relatively later derived stems.

5. The flax, the hemp (*Linium usitabissinum L.; Cannabis sativa L.). PIE: *līno-, *san-, *gan-/*kan ‘the flax’, ‘the hemp’, these are migratory terms with dubicate forms (with š and g-/k anlaut velars).

Bushes and moss:

1. The heather (*Erica), PIE: *er- ‘the heather’.
2. The rose (*Rosa), PIE: *eɾot’, *êt’ ‘the rose’, ‘the wild rose’.
3. The moss (*mūscus), PIE: *m(e)us- ‘the moss’, comp. *pêtro- < *pū ‘rot’.

To the given list should be added a very interesting reconstructed stem of the juniper (*Juniperus), PIE: *yei-(*hyei-) ‘the juniper’. This Proto-Indo-European root has the exact phonetical and semantical correspondence with the Proto-Kartvelian root *jūù-, *jū- denoting the same plant. We think that the Proto-Indo-European stems: *y(e/o)no ‘wine’, *yejn- ĺk- (Slav vinjaga-) ‘wine’, ‘vineyard’, *yei-(*hyei-) ‘the juniper’ are borrowed from the Kartvelian languages, comp. Kartv. *jūno ‘wine’, *yen-ax- ‘vine’, ‘vineyard’; *jū’, *jū ‘the juniper’.

Reconstructed Proto-Kartvelian plant names are much diverse – more than eighty roots. Below we will present the comparative table of the Proto-Kartvelian and Proto-Indo-European plant-names:
The Table of Proto-Kartvelian and Proto-Indo-European Plant Names

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Botanical Species</th>
<th>Kartvelian Stems</th>
<th>Indo-European Steams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trees</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The alder (-tree)” (Alnus Gaertn) («ольха»)</td>
<td>*txam-/*txmæl-，“The alder (tree)”</td>
<td>*eliso-/*aliso-,*ɣer-η-，“The alder (-tree)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The apple” (Malus pumila Mill) («яблоня, яблоко»)</td>
<td>*waš-，“The apple”;</td>
<td>*âb(ə)lo-/*apl-, *ap(ə)la-, *šam(a)lu-，“The apple”;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The ash” (Fraxinus L.) («ясень»)</td>
<td>*ipn-，“The ash”;</td>
<td>*Hos-，“The ash” (In Greek and maybe in Albanian happened the transfer of meaning from `the ash&quot; → &quot;to the beech&quot;, what recalled the range of semantic movings;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The aspen” (Populus tremula L.) («асина») “The poplar” (Populus nigra L.) («тополь»)</td>
<td>*werxw-，“The aspen”, “The poplar”;</td>
<td>*(H)osp[h]-，“The aspen”, “The poplar”;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The beech” (Fagus silvatica L.) («бук»)</td>
<td>*çip-，“The beech”</td>
<td>*b Hk`о-，“The beech”;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| “The birch” (Betula L.) («берёза») | *ʒi aqū-，“guilder rose”, “snow-ball-tree”; («калина») “The birch” | *b[h]`erHk-，“the birch”, “the skin of birch”, “the elm” also: "lights", "shines", “brights”.}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Georgian</th>
<th>Russian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>“The conifers”: “fir(-tree)”</strong></td>
<td><em>na</em>ğw-, “fir (-tree)”</td>
<td><em>p[h]e-uk[h]</em>/<em>p[h]uk[h]</em>/<em>p[h]i[h]</em>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“silver fir”; “fir”; “pine (-tree)”</td>
<td>soč- “silver fir”, piève- “pine (-tree)”</td>
<td>“silver fir”, “pine (-tree)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Picea L.), (Abies Mill), (Pinus L.)</td>
<td></td>
<td>*ed[h]lo-, “the conifers”, “fir (-tree)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(«ель», «сосна», «пихта»)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“The cornel(-tree)”, “the cherry”</strong></td>
<td>*šűind/-*šind-, “The cornel (-tree)”</td>
<td>*k[h]no-, “The cornel (-tree)”, “cherry”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cornus mascula L.), (Cerasus avium L).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Prunus cerasus; Cerasus vulgaris Mill.)</td>
<td>*bal-, “The cherry”;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(«кизил», «черешня, вишня»)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“the elm”</strong></td>
<td>*ca-, “The elm”;</td>
<td>*wyg-, *Vlo-, “The elm”;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ulmus foliacea Gilib.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(«вяз», «ильм», «берест»)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“The hazel”, “nuts”</strong></td>
<td><em>txil-, “nut”</em></td>
<td>*k[h]os(e)lo-, “nut”, “walnut” (plant),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Corylus avellana L.), (ореховое дерево, орех)</td>
<td>*kač-al-, “walnut”;</td>
<td>*q[h]ar-, *k[h]ne- (Fruit);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“The hornbeam”</strong></td>
<td>*(s)k`rōb[h]o- “The hornbeam”;</td>
<td>*(s)k`rōb[h]o- “The hornbeam”;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Carpinus L.)</td>
<td>*k`rcxeml-, “The hornbeam”, “rcxila (modern Georgian)”;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(«граб»)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“The lime(-tree),” “linden”</strong></td>
<td>*jacxwo-, “The lime (-tree)”, “linden”;</td>
<td>*lenta-, *leipa- “The lime (-tree)”, “Linden” (doubtful stems);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Tilia) («липа»)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“The maple”</strong> (Acer L.)</td>
<td><em>ne-ker¢x-a-, “The maple”</em></td>
<td>*KL-n-, *klen-,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(«клен»)</td>
<td></td>
<td>*akvrno-, “The maple”;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>“The mulberry(-tree)”</strong></td>
<td>Tuta-, (bžol-(a) in dialects)</td>
<td>*mōro-, *yrd[h]o-s-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Morus L.)</td>
<td>“The mulberry” (-tree);</td>
<td>“The mulberry (-tree)”;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Georgian Old</td>
<td>Modern Georgian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The tree&quot;, &quot;the oak&quot; (Quercus L.) («дерево», «дуб»)</td>
<td>*eli- , &quot;tree&quot;, &quot;oak&quot;;</td>
<td>*c.1, qan- , &quot;oak&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The willow&quot; (Salix L.) («ива», «ветла»)</td>
<td>*gēçi- , &quot;The willow&quot;, &quot;The white willow&quot;;</td>
<td>*’s(e)lik- &quot;The willow&quot;, &quot;The white willow&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The yew&quot; (Taxus) («тис»)</td>
<td>*urtxel- , &quot;The yew&quot;;</td>
<td>*e/-*o (with *-yo- , *-k[h]-o- , *-o-suffixes) &quot;the yew&quot;;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cultivated Plants and Corn**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Georgian Old</th>
<th>Modern Georgian</th>
<th>Russian</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The flax&quot;, &quot;The hemp&quot; (Linium usitatissimum L.), (Cannabis sativa L.) («лен», «конопля»)</td>
<td>*sel- , &quot;The flax&quot;;</td>
<td>*il’no - “The flax ”;</td>
<td>*san-, *gan-*kan- , &quot;The hemp&quot;;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The grain&quot;, &quot;the barley&quot; (Hordeum L.) («зерно», «ячмень»)</td>
<td>qndur-, qadur-, &quot;corn&quot; (&quot;pea&quot;); (Old. Georg. krtil-, Moder. Georg. ker-; Megr. ker-; Svan. čomin-/ker-) &quot;The barley&quot;;</td>
<td>*Hat’, &quot;corn&quot;</td>
<td>*’jeu-; *g<a href="e">h</a>rd[h]- / *g[h]rđ[h]- &quot;The burley&quot;;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The millet&quot;, &quot;The rye&quot;, &quot;The oats&quot; (Panicum miliacum L.); (Secale cereale L.); (Avena L.) («просо», «рожь», «овес»)</td>
<td>*Petü-, &quot;Millet&quot;;</td>
<td>*mel-, &quot;Millet&quot;; *urug[h][i]o - “The rye&quot;; (Lat. aüena, Lit. aviža, Lat. auža, Prus. wyse, Russ. овесь, Russ. овес “The oats”);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| “The pumpkin” (Cucurbita) («тыква») | *aqar- “The sort of pumpkin”; *ḵwax “The pumpkin”- (dialect.); (Mod. Georg. gogra-, “gogra”); | *ga(r)gra-, “water vessel”, “churn of butter”, “oil press”; |
| “The vine”, “the vineyard” (Vitis) («виноградная лоза», «виноградник») | *yenaq- ("The vine"), “the vineyard”; | *yein-āk’- (Slaw. vijnaga- “vine”); |
| “The wheat” (Triticum L.) («пшеница») | *ipkl-, “The wheat”; | *p[h]- “The wheat” (migratory term); |

**Bushes and Moss**

| “The juniper” (Juniperus) («можжевельник») | *jüiü-, *jüi-, The juniper”; | *yei-(*hüei-) “The juniper”; |

Let us see what picture we have for denoting ‘the conifers’ in comparable systems. In the botanical dictionary of Al. Makashvili there are gathered some informations about the conifers names from Kartvelian languages and dialects: nažvi (Picea, Picea orientalis L.), Sb. elati, bl. rač. cvela, ćan., megr. nuzu; svn. nezvra, ɣumir (Makashvili Al., 1961).

The conifers: fir (-tree) (Picea L.), silver fir (Abies Mill), pine (-tree) (Pinus L.) really are the ornaments of forests – high, elegant, evergreen, with broadly unwrapped coniferous
branches, reddish cones like the lighted candles. The reader of the Bible repeatedly meets the astonishing poetic comparisions connected with this wonderful lodger of the plants world.

The cedar (Pinus cedrus L.) is the symbol of famous, force, power, long life (regn. 4(2) 14,9; psalm: 91, 13; Ex. 21, 13; Ez. 17,3, 22 and farther 31,3 and farther).

It was the aromatic, expensive building material (regn. 2 (sam. 2) 7,2; par. 1. 7,2; regn3. 8,9; Ezdr. 3,7; regn. 3.6,9; 7,3 – 7; psalm. 1, 16; Ier. 22, 14), by it were made idols (Ex. 44, 14), it was used in shipbuilding for making moats (Ez. 27,50), the oil of conifers was used for embalming (psalm. 4, 11), its resin, because of its severe smell – in some religious rituals (plasm. 4, 11; Lev. 14. 4; num. 19, 6).


Sulkhan – Saba Orbeliani’s dictionary (XVII c., publ. 1928): nažû (nažvi ZABCbqDE) (tree) (+1, 16 canticum ZAB) ZABCD. elati (tree) nažvi ZABCD.


V. Topuria, M. Kaldani, Svan Dictionary (2000): nenz (is, -ar) up. sv. botan. Silver fir, გაძღა ბორჯა გვეუღ ხოდნე ბერძნი (შ. 406) — გაძღა ბორჯა ბერძნი ბოძი ჭერილთ გაძღა, Deu has a big silver fir as a spindle. ქათმის ბორჯა ბერძნი გაძღა, ბორჯა ბოძი თავზე. There are mainly fir, silver fir and pine in the forest.

On the base of the regular phonetical correspondence of the Kartvelian languages it is possible to reconstruct proto-Kartvelian stem *nažû - : Georg. nažu-nazu-i; naž-ov-an-i; naž-ı ( moder. Georg.), megr. nažu-/nužu-, nužu/nuzu “fir-tree”; svn. nežû- nežû-ra “fir-tree”.

Megrelian nužû- (<*nožû-), o>u by the T. Gudava’s rule (1960, 119-120), nuzu<nuzû, desafricanisation and svan. nežû.

By H. Vogt, Georgian na₃vi, megrelian nuzu must be regarded as the Kartvelian – Caucasian word. The conifers are very widespread in Caucasus mountains. Batsbian na₃v and Udian na₃w – “fir (-tree)” are borrowed from Georgian.

Compare Georg. pi₇vi-i and similar forms in other Kartvelian languages with Mid. Greek πιτερ ‘pine (-tree)’; Megr. no’h-r; Svan. t₇xra; Batsb. from Georg. pi₇v-r. In many Caucasian languages the meaning of this root literally is “lamp”, “candle tree”. (Klimov G., Khalilov M., 2003).

Besides the above mentioned materials, there is another interesting data connected with ‘the conifers’ in Svan language.


t₇xra lech. “male pine or fir”. nezûra lech. “female pine or fir”. leymur “where many pines and firs are”. γυμύρi tîk, γυμύρi xuem ɣwٌfٌbh høl où қìfٌh ғwٌh, қìfٌh ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғwٌh, ғw_
On the base of the analysis of given data we can suppose that γumūr //γumir//γomir stems in Svan should have been a common name for conifers. nenž/nezār – “fimale pine, fir or silver fir”, tāxra – “male pine, fir or silver fir”. If not the ending suffix-ra of plants in Svan, above given stems by form and meaning coincides “nezvi” and “tāxi”, correspondingly denoting female and male pigs’ names.

We think that the accent on the lexical gender is the recall of the very ancient time when trees and among them the conifers were the objects of idolization. Compare the same picture of the distribution for the names of vine: mamali rkaíteli “male rkaíteli (sort of vine)”, dedali rkaíteli: “fimale rkaíteli”, unaqopo vazi – “avrezi” (fruitless vine) Sb.

So, the Kartvelian roots of conifers saved the oldest memory of the period of mankind culture, which is lost now in many cases. Though, while arising the question about the borrowing roots from Indo-European in Kartvelian or vice versa, beside the pure linguistic facts such kind of philological and cultural evidences help us to choose more exact decision.

The similarity of the species of conifers is the reason of the names confusion and it troubles their precise reconstruction. To this confirms the typological data.

In the Proto-Indo-European for the names of conifers: fir (-tree) (Picea L.), Silver fir (Abies Mill), pine (-tree), (Pipus L.), namely for silver fir and pine are reconstructed the roots *p[h]euk[h]-/*p[h]uk[h] and *p[h]it[h]- (with different suffixes) (Gamkrelidze Th., Ivanov V., 1984, 631).

From the same *p[h]euk[h]-/*p[h]i- root by the suffix *-k[h] is derived another Proto-Indo-European root *p[h]it[h] “resin”.

The attention attracts formal likeness of *p[h]i- k[h] to the Proto-Indo-European verbal stems *p[h]iet[k[h]]-/*p[h]i-k[h]- “paint”, “color”, “writing by color” (Pokorny I., 1959, 794), what is easy to explain by using resin as a “black plant color” at first for the pictographic signs and pictures and later for writing too.

There are also two Proto-Indo-European roots *ed[h]-lo- “coniferous tree”, “fir-tree”, “thorny” and stems derived from the root *el-: old Greek ἐλάτη (el-η-τα), Armenian elevin (*el-eψ) “fir-tree”, “cedar” (Acharian Gr., 1971, 18) etc.

In H. Vogts opinion another Armenian root noč- which is considered as borrowed from Iranian, has its source from the Megrelian nuz-.

The different view was formulated by M. Andronikashvili: on one side from the old Persian (In the Akhamedian inscriptions) nauča (ina), Partian (arshakid) nōč (which is firmed in Armenian as noč), flow out the modern Persian forms:
... nouns [nūž], [nūg] and [nūz]. And from the other side as it seems in the middle Persian (in sasanian) there were derived forms nāz-ūk, nāz-ūk by the suffix-ūk, which gave in modern Persian ناز [nāz] and ناز [nāz] forms. In M. Andronikashvili’s idea Georgian nāžū - is based on the last one and Megrelian nuzu is borrowed from Georgian or from some Iranian dialects (Andronikashvili M., 1966, 347-348).

Different view is proposed by Th. Gamkrelidze and V. Ivanov. They supposed, that from the other Indo-European dialects phonetically isolated old Iranian form *nauča – “fir-tree”, also Persian nājū, Oset. nazy forms are borrowed from the Kartvelian languages (Comp. Vogt H. 1938, 355).

If we assume the contrary way of borrowing it should have happened not later than the first half of II m. B.C.

We think that the oldest trace of lexical gender in Svan roots denoting “conifers”, also Kartvelian borrowed roots in Caucasian and Indo-European languages, confirm their acienty and strengthens Th. Gamkrelidze’s opinion about the location of Proto-Kartvelians inhabit places in South Caucasus’s central and West mountainous regions.

Thus, from the etymological and typological research of Kartvelian an Indo-European roots of “conifers” we can conclude:

- The ancient imaginations of trees adoration are connected to the Kartvelian roots of “conifers”.

- From all Indo-European dialects isolated stems – the old Iranian nauča and the later Persian nājū, also Osetian nazy, Batsb nazyv and Udian naźw... are borrowed from Kartvelian languages.

- The Proto-Kartvelian and Proto-Indo-European roots of the common and separate species denoting “conifers” show the similar semantic distribution and removing of the meanings, i.e. is presented the same typological picture for these language families.
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